Translanguaging in Mathematics Teaching and Learning: Developing Classroom Teachers’ Language Expertise Through JobEmbedded Professional Learning Opportunities
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Talia: Translanguaging as a Tool

(1) How do teachers make sense translanguaging in
the teaching and learning of mathematics? (2) How
do teachers’ use their understanding of
translanguaging to support the math and language
learning of elementary emergent bilingual students?
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Data Sources:
- Over 40 hours of video data from
5 studio days, 2 planning sessions,
1 lesson demo
- Over 50 pages of chart paper
work, planning and discussion tools
- Two 45-minute semi-structured
interviews with each teacher

Talia’s 6th grade classroom

BUILDING STUDENTS’
METALINGUISTIC
AWARENESS

What are EB/Math Studio Days?
• Job-embedded hands-on professional
learning opportunities working with
teachers and their emergent bilingual
students
• Roughly follows lesson study and inquiry
model with adjustments for teacher
reflection and connections with larger
learning.
• Facilitation where teachers do the “heavy
lifting” of thinking, reflecting, and
instructional decision-making.
PLANNING / CONTENT AND
LANGUAGE WORK IF NEEDED
Lesson planning and
discussion: math concept
work; lesson modifications for
EL students and language focus
or objective.

TEACH LESSON 1
- Focal resident teaches minilesson and closing set.
- Other residents gather EL
student talk and observation
data, and work with EL
students during small group,
partner, and/or independent
work.

DEBRIEF 1
1. Identify and chart examples
of student talk, observations,
student work in relation to
content and language learning.
2. Identify and chart patterns
in data or things that "stand
out."
3. Use information and data to
inform instructinoal revisions.
4. Prepare for next lesson.

TEACH LESSON 2 :
Re-teach with modifications or
new lesson with consideratioans
from debrief
- Different focal resident
teaches mini-lesson and closing
set.
- Other residents gather EL
student talk and observation
data, and work with EL students
during small group, partner,
and/or independent work.

DEBRIEF 2A
1. Identify and chart examples of
student talk, observations,
student work in relation to
content and language learning.
2. Identify and chart patterns in
data or things that "stand out."
3. Use information and data to
inform instructinoal revisions.
4. Instructional next steps.

DEBRIEF 2B
Generalize what was learned
from the day to overall
instructional practice,
understandings, and
considerations for teaching EL
students within the content area
of math.
Math content work
Language and equity content work

RESOURCE CHART:
“RESOURCES IN
SCHOOL – YOU CAN
USE YOUR
LANGUAGE”

TEACHER MODELING
TRANSLANGUAGING

TRANSLANGUAGING
THROUGHOUT THE
DAY

EL/Math Studio Days provided common,
collaborative experiences of teaching math to
emergent bilingual students which allowing teachers:
• To develop metalinguistic awareness in math
through noticing
• To wrestle with tensions between translanguaging
and math instruction through problems of
practice

Implication for teacher professional learning
and math and language education for emergent
bilingual students: Job-embedded contexts can be
spaces for developing metalinguistic and critical
language awareness that emerges through the
study of their students’ language use both within
and beyond the teachers’ pedagogical attempts
to create a space for and encourage translanguaging
in the classroom.
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